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dwp | design worldwide partnership unites with Suters
Architects (Australia), creating ‘dwp | suters’ for integrated
architecture, masterplanning and interior design solutions
__________________________
dwp | design worldwide partnership recently united on an agreement with Suters
Architects, one of Australia’s top ten architectural practices, to create a brand new
integrated design solutions collaboration ‘dwp | suters’.
Lifestyle

World-class architecture and interior design
firm dwp has entered into a collaboration with
Suters Architects (Australia), to create a brand
new entity ‘dwp | suters’, continuing with their
expansion of their spheres of expertise and
service offering to clients worldwide.

dwp | suters is an exciting venture for the
architecture and interior design industry. It sees
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the coming together of dwp | design worldwide
partnership and Suters Architects of Australia. These two unified, formidable design forces
present more than 50 years’ architectural experience, garnered by Suters, one of Australia’s top
ten architectural practices, and the award-winning design flair of one of Asia and the Middle
East’s
most
successful
and
innovative design companies, dwp. Community
With over 450 professionals located
in 15 offices across 10 countries,
dwp | suters in Australia, represents
an extended and impressive range of
capabilities, across industries, to
both local and international clients.
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Together, the combined design
services of dwp and dwp | suters (Australia) include masterplanning, architecture and interior

design for hospitality, residential, retail, civic, education, health, seniors living, sporting,
workplace, banking and finance, industrial, transport and defence projects.
“dwp is delighted at this next chapter in our
continuing quest to ensure a one-stop
integrated design service offering to our
extensively varied client portfolio. As Suters
Architects share our vision of providing
excellence and the highest international
standards, we are both incredibly excited and
proud to be collaborating with such a highly
reputable and award-winning company, as
Suters Architects. We very much look forward
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to delivering our first completed projects
together,” remarked Brenton Mauriello, CEO for dwp | design worldwide partnership.
Work

“We have always been as passionate about delivering innovative, visionary design solutions as
we are about working in close collaboration with our clients. Now, as dwp | suters, we can
offer our clients greater insights into international trends, proven innovation and a greatly
expanded resource network right across Australia, Asia and the Middle East,” stated Leone
Lorrimer, CEO of Suters Architects.
Infrastructure

dwp | suters aims to provide unique tailormade and innovative design consultancy
and solutions, from conception through to
development of design and implementation
of projects, focused on sustainability,
quality and exceptional results.
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About dwp | architecture + interior design:
From small, voracious, entrepreneurial beginnings, since 1994, dwp has flourished into an awardwinning, one-stop integrated design service, with global reach. Even in the most challenging of locations,
over 450 multi-cultural professionals work together to deliver architecture, interior design, planning
consultancy and project management, across borders, to the highest international standards. With
currently 12 offices in 10 different countries, dwp presents its finest iconic designs time and again.

About Suters Architects:
Suters Architects was founded in Newcastle, New South Wales, Australia, in 1958, continually expanding
nationwide, to become an award-winning, multi-location architectural practice renowned for quality
projects and client-oriented, innovative solutions.

About dwp | suters:
dwp | suters is an exciting collaboration for the architecture and interior design industry. It sees the
coming together of dwp | design worldwide partnership and Suters Architects of Australia. These two
unified, formidable design forces present more than 50 years’ architectural experience, garnered by
Suters, one of Australia’s top ten architectural practices and the award-winning design flair of one of
Asia and the Middle East’s most successful and innovative design companies, dwp. With over 450
professionals working collaboratively in 15 offices across 10 countries, dwp | suters in Australia,
represents an extended and impressive range of capabilities, across industries, to both local and
international clients. Together, the combined design services of dwp and dwp | suters (Australia)
include masterplanning, architecture and interior design for hospitality, residential, retail, civic,
education, health, seniors living, sporting, workplace, industrial, transport and defence projects.
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